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Abstract—The purpose of this research is to explore the student behavior in creative writing using behavioral psychology prospective. The research are using qualitative approach that been strengthen with narrative texts. The subject of the research is the 36 students from language and literature of Indonesia. Data analysis technique is used by identification, classification and data display that related with the act of writing that connected with behavioral psychology perspective. The data technique is collected through interview, discussion and survey. The results of the research shows that there is a changing behavior of student in writing. The students are preferred to follow an exposure by the researcher rather than writing own themselves. Other than that, psychologically the students are more likely like to get stimulus in creative writing.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Writing and psychology are two field of study that has similarity which is both of them involved an idea or mental process [9]; [18]; [2]. Study of psychology is indeed gone to the other side of science discipline. This matters shows that a study of interdisciplinary are interesting for many researcher since it is able to answer the challenge of complex knowledge [1]; [16].

Writing is a material that has a high complexity in language skill. That is why, it is needed a new breakthrough in writing learning. The new breakthrough of writing could also related to its strategy [15] and its purpose whether in context of monodisciplinary studies, interdisciplinary study or transdisciplinary [13]; [14]. Through the breakthrough, it is hoped that writing could become something that is not considered as a hard material.

Relating to the fact of writing, on this article purpose is to show the writing behavior that is related with psychological context. On this matters, the writing behavior are being connected with behavioral psychology. Behavioral psychology is a psychology that put forward behavior as their core. Because of that, this psychology focused on the effect of changes and stimulus that been created by the environment as the study medium [4]; [8]; [17]. This psychology is well known as a theory of stimulus respond and in the modern era it is well known by the academician who are focused in environment.

Behavioral psychology is used in the contexts of education especially in a connection of study toward behavior changes, behavior increase, decrease of interest, or even the increase of interest in study [19]; [6]; [20]. Through the behavioral psychology, a researcher of educative contexts could observe the behavior changes that shown by the subject of research. This behavior change could also related with positive respond or negative respond. In psychology behavioral context, respond from the subject could appeared positively or negatively. Depending on the stimulus that been given by the researcher when giving a treatment [10]. In this context, researchers also do not fully use behavioral psychology, but are also supported by cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT). Through this CBT, a person can get therapy, treatment, and handling a problem positively in the hope that it can produce positive things as well [12]; [11]; [3].

II. METHODS

This research used the qualitative approach because it will display more data in narrative, empirical, and interpretive [5]; [7]. The subject of the research is the student of language and literature of Indonesia, State University of Surabaya (UNESA) with a total 36 students. The technique of collecting the data
was done with (1) Interview, (2) Survey, (3) Writing practice (context of creative writing [Literature]). The technique of analyzing the data covered the step of pre-writing, writing, and post-writing. This is due to strengthen and validate the results of the research, which is done a data triangulation, triangulation theory, and triangulation of methodology. Those triangulation were done simultaneously for the results to be more comprehensive.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In the relation for understanding the writing behavior in the student using behavioral psychology consisted of three steps done by the researcher. Those three steps are done step by step with categories of three meeting.

First, the interview and the survey fulfillment relating to the difficulty of creative writing. From 36 students of language and literature of Indonesia they are very enthusiast in creative writing. This matters appeared during the interview and open discussion with the students. They are very happy when learning creative writing, especially in short story. From the student respond in the interview, they are more like short story because of the depth level, concentration level and metaphor level does not deep like writing poetry. However, there is 20 percent of student who has difficulties in creative writing. The difficulties of creative writing on the student has divided into eight primary which it (1) Difficulties in concentration for creative writing, (2) Difficulties of creative writing because they feel unconfident in writing, (3) Unable to imaginary writing because of the likeness of writing fact, (4) does not have a good idea, (5) Difficulties in structuring the story, (6) does not interested in fiction, (7) Having difficulties of finding an idea/inspiration, (8) does not have a friend for discussion.

Firstly, the action that are given to the student through behavioral psychology. When, the root of problem that is connected with the difficulties of creative writing already found, the researcher gives an action to them. Those action covered two things. Firstly, motivation given to the students through suggestion, briefing, and affirming. The concretization of the suggestion, direction, and affirmation related to the difficulty of the student when he has difficulty writing is to provide input so that he participates in (i) activities related to writing seminars or writing workshops so that he gets input on writing; ii) take part in the writing community on campus or outside campus. That way, students can get individual experience related to writing in the community; (iii) providing input, direction, and affirmation so that students not only learn self-taught, but they need teachers who are experts in writing; and (iv) if there are students who really find it difficult to write, he can be directed to a psychologist to identify problems that cause him difficulty in writing.

Secondly, the student are given a task to write a creative writing. Through the given action which being continued with task distribution was hoped for the student to change their behavior in writing. The task in writing short story are based on the theme they like. However, the researcher are still given a criteria for the creative writing (in this matter short story) for them to stay on the right path of writing. The criteria of writing short story covered of originality, depth of diction, depth of theme, and the latest they offered to the reader.

Third, doing a discussion and interview as a form of reflection from the writing behavior. After the student finish writing, the student were invited to a discussion and interview in relation of the writing process. From this discussion and interview, it is collected as presented (1) the student prefer to write something that is popular, while writing in philosophy theme are rarely. This matter is caused by the age that contribute to the style of writing. (2) The student are preferred to followed the theme or title that been suggested by the researcher because it is considered as a best reference. Even they choose the theme that is picked by the researcher in hope they can get a good score.(3)The student are like to write with a spontaneous technique rather than incubation technique and (4) stimulus injection in writing are very good in order to increase the student motivation in writing.

IV. CONCLUSION

Writing in the student circle does not only need a skill in pouring an idea, but as well it is needed a stimulus inducement that is connected with psychology. Which, the discipline of psychology science are needed in writing. Based on the discussion, it is concluded that the student are preferred the stimulus that is induced by the researcher rather than bring our new idea in writing. Other than that, writing that been given a stimulus in the psychology context are more fun and interesting in the student mind.
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